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Abstract: In order to mitigate the impacts caused by the rampant consumption of fossil fuels, many 
countries are investing in the development and optimization of alternatives that minimize 
dependence on fossil energy. The second generation of ethanol (2G), characterized by its relevant 
production potential, is considered a good alternative, which can be produced from sugarcane 
bagasse. Therefore, it is extremely important to evaluate the efficiency of 2G ethanol production 
processes, mainly in the compositional analysis of hydrolysates from the pre-treatment of 
lignocellulosic biomass, to promote greater production. Thus, the development of electrochemical 
sensors composed of graphite/paraffin composite electrodes coated with multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) modified with molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are an excellent 
option for carrying out rapid analyzes. Due to the highly sensitive electrical properties of the 
MWCNTs and the molecular impression of the polymers that allow a high affinity with the model 
molecule, the sensor has high selectivity, good sensitivity and reproducibility for the determination 
of ferulic acid. For this reason, the present work, using the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and 
Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) technique, presents remarkable morphological characteristics of the 
sensor surface and its electrochemical behavior in relation to the electropolymerization process and 
speed increase of the scan. 
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1. Introduction 

The unbridled consumption of fossil fuels causes serious impacts on the environment. Thus, 
alternatives are developed and optimized to mitigate the effect of fossil energy use in the world [1]. 
Biofuels are considered relevant alternatives to supply or at least decrease dependence on fossil 
sources, seen by the possibility of increasing energy conversion efficiency [1]. 

First-generation (1G) ethanol is a good option, but the use of edible sources for its production 
ends up influencing its viability [2]. Thus, the production of second-generation (2G) ethanol becomes 
an attractive option, seen through the use of lignocellulosic biomass, which does not compete with 
food sources [2]. However, the efficiency of the technology used in the processes to obtain 2G ethanol 
is not efficient when compared to 1G ethanol, which is mainly due to the composition of biomass, 
defined by cellulose and hemicellulose strongly linked by lignin [3]. 
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Therefore, it is extremely important to evaluate the efficiency of 2G ethanol production 
processes, mainly in the compositional analysis of hydrolysates from the pre-treatment of 
lignocellulosic biomass, to increase production. Thus, the development of electrochemical sensors 
modified with functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (FMWCNTs) and with molecularly 
imprinted polymers (MIPs) for the determination of ferulic acid is an excellent option. 

The FMWCNTs coating endows the electrode with a high sensitivity due to the electrical and 
thermal properties of the carbon nanotubes [4]. In addition, the formation of a polymer film on the 
electrode surface containing molecular recognition sites confers selectivity to the sensor [5]. 

2. Materials and Methods  

Acetic acid (purity: 97.3%), ferulic acid (purity: ≥99.0%), o-Phenylenediamine (flaked, 99.5%), 
nitric acid (purity: ≥98.0%), dimethylformamide (purity: ≥98.9%) and graphite (<20 μm, synthetic), 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium acetate (purity: ≥99.0%), potassium chloride (purity: 
≥99.0%), potassium ferrocyanide (purity: ≥99.5%) and histological paraffin (56–58 °C), were 
purchased from Synth. The oxidation probe solution was 10.0 × 10−3 mol L−1 K3[Fe (CN)6] in 1.0 mol L−1 
KCl. Electrochemical measurements were performed with the Potentiostat/Galvanostat PGSTAT204 
(Autolab, Metrohm, Ionenstrasse, Switzerland). A conventional three-electrode system was used, 
with Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode, platinum electrode as counter-electrode and modified 
working electrode. In order to characterize the surface morphology of the work electrodes, the JEOL 
JSM-7500F equipment was used. All experiments were carried out at room temperature.  

The substrates were prepared from a graphite/paraffin mixture in the proportion of 7:3 (v/v), 
similar to that described in the literature [6,7]. The modification of the electrode surface is carried out 
by electrodeposition of FMWCNTs in the range of −0.5 to 1.0 V for 15 consecutive cycles at a scanning 
speed of 50 mVs−1 [8–10]. This can also be achieved by electropolymerization of MIPs in a range of 
−0.4 to 1.0 V for 20 cycles, with a speed of 50 mV−1 in a standard acetate solution with pH 5.0 
containing 5.0 × 10−3 mol L−1 o-PD and 9.0 × 10−4 mol L−1 of ferulic acid, similarly to the literature [8,11]. 
For the extraction step the dimethylformamide/acetic acid solution (5:2, v/v) is used, where the 
modified electrodes are immersed for 60 s. Afterwards, the adsorption process is performed, where 
the sensor is immersed in a standard acetate solution with pH 5.0 containing 9.0 × 10−4 mol L−1 of 
ferulic acid for 7 min, in order to fill the cavities left after the extraction step. Figure 1 presents the 
processes that constituted the manufacture of the electrochemical sensor.  

 
Figure 1. Representation of the manufacture of the electrochemical sensor for the determination of 
ferulic acid. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Electrochemical Characterization 

The MIP technology has been widely used due to its excellent properties such as low cost, high 
selectivity and sensitivity [12]. The molecularly imprinted polymers have characteristics of the target 
molecule, which allows the detection of this molecule even in a solution containing interferents 
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[13,14]. The formation of the MIP comes from the polymerization in solution of monomers and 
reticulators, so that after the polymerization the extraction process allows the establishment of sites, 
with size and features which are characteristic of the analyte [13,14].  

In Figure 2, the process of forming the MIP on the surface of the working electrode is shown; 20 
cycles are required for the formation of the non-conducting polymeric film. In the first cycle, a high 
current peak is identified, and during the other cycles a decrease in current is recorded, which 
indicates the formation of the film. 

 
Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms from the electropolymerization process on the surface of the 
working electrode. 

The formation of a diffuse layer through the interaction between the electrode and the 
electrolytic solution containing the ferulic acid analyte can be followed by changes in the Helmholtz 
double layer, where the electroactive molecules are attracted to the electrode by interactions of long 
distances [15,16]. Thus, in Figure 3 a relationship is shown between the increase of the peak current 
and the increase of the scanning speed, this is due to the size of the diffuse layer, where a speed 
increase causes a decrease of the layer thickness, leading to interactions of smaller hydration radius. 

 
Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms with scanning speeds of 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 mV s−1. 
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The influence of speed on the peak of anode and cathode currents is shown in Figure 4. 
In Figure 4A the current peaks are not proportional to the scanning speed, the anodic peak is 

expressed by I (μA) = 0.3065v + 149.724 (R = 0.9461), and the cathode peak by I (μA) = −0.4184v − 
167.808 (R = 0.9503), indicating a diffusion controlled system [17]. On the contrary, in Figure 4B, the 
currents are proportional to the square root of the scanning speed, where the anode peak current is 
expressed by: I (μA) = 8.7690v + 98.980 (R = 0.985) and the cathode peak current by I (μA) = −98.812v 
− 11.947 (R = 0.987), being characterized by diffusion. 

Figure 4. (A) Influence of the scanning speed under the peak currents of MIP ferulic acid; (B) Influence 
of the square root of the scanning speed under the peak currents of MIP ferulic acid. 

3.2. Morphological Characterization 

The surface morphology of the electrochemical sensor modified with FMWCNTs and MIP-FA 
was investigated by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). In Figure 5A,B, the carbon nanotubes and 
the polymeric film can be identified. Interestingly, the cylindrical and entangled features 
characteristics of FMWCNTs, which have excellent electrical conductivity, high chemical stability, 
high surface area, good mechanical and thermal properties [18,19]. 

  
Figure 5. (A,B) SEM images of the surface morphology of the electrochemical sensor modified with 
FMWCNTs and MIP-FA. 

4. Conclusions 

The characterization of the electrochemical sensor based on FMWCNTs and MIPs for 
determination of ferulic acid, performed by SEM and CV techniques, shows the electrochemical 
behavior of the sensor during the formation of the polymeric film with the ferulic acid molecule, 
something little seen in the literature. In addition, the study of speed is applied, resulting in a system 
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controlled by diffusion. Additionally, remarkable morphological characteristics of the sensor surface 
confirm the modifications made. 
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